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"Baam!"

Under the terrified looks around them, the attacks clashed.

The Demon Lord's attack instantly tore through Arhtur's Stormy Punch and slammed hard against Arthur, sending him flying into

the distance.

A sharp, agonizing pain pierced through Arhtur's chest, and blood oozed from his lips. Thankfully, his power was comparable to

that of the Demon Lord and his Stormy Punch cancelled out most of the Demon Lord's Dragon Breath.

Though he suffered injuries from the attack, none of his vital organs were harmed.

"Old Thompson, prepare to die!" The Demon charged toward Arthur, who was still on the ground, to kill Arthur on the spot.

"Damn it!" Arthur paled. He desperately wanted to run, but was so severely injured that he could barely move.

He watched as the Demon Lord's figure approached, unable to fight or dodge.

At the same time, the Southern Boss was also launching a powerful strike at Leon.

"Die! Divine Kick!" The Southern Boss sneered evilly and launched a powerful kick at Leon's head.

He knew that Leon's chest was protected by a defensive tool, which was why he failed to kill Leon on the spot with the earlier

attack; hence, he decided to change his strategy and aim at Leon's head instead.

Leon's head was left unguarded and the Southern Boss was certain that Leon would die once the kick landed.

"It's over!"

Angus, Yuri, and the others were devastated upon seeing how dangerous the situation was for Arthur and Leon.

They intended to push past the Spears and Hiltons to escape and were all ready to retreat, but as Leon and Arthur fell into

danger, their last hope was destroyed.

It was questionable if Leon and Arthur could dodge the attacks from the Demon Lord and the Southern Boss, so escaping

seemed impossible.

Instantly, their hearts were all filled with worry and despair.

However, the situation took an unexpected turn in the next moment.

Leon itched to use the Potential Energy Force on the Southern Boss, but he knew that he only had one left and even if he

managed to kill the Southern Boss with it, it would not help with the situation at all.

The Demon Lord was even more powerful than the Southern Boss and without the Potential Energy Force, Arthur and Leon

could have no means to defeat him. Hence, Leon concluded that he would have to take the Demon Lord and the Southern Boss

down at the same time.
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